Abstract: This paper derives an equilibrium formula for pricing European options and other contingent claims which allows incorporating impacts of several important economic variable on security prices including, among others, representative agent preferences, future volatility and rare jump events. The derived formulae is general and flexible enough to include some important option pricing formulae in the literature, such as Black-Scholes, Naik-Lee, Cox-Ross and Merton option pricing formulae. The existence of jump risk as a potential explanation of the moneyness biases associated with the Black-Scholes model is explored.
Introduction
This paper derives an option pricing formula in a continuous time jump diffusion framework. It generalizes the formula derived by Naik and Lee (1990) in two respects: First, it permits the magnitude of the jump to follow any distribution with finite moments, and second, the utility function is recursive but is not necessarily an intertemporal additive von-Neumann Morgenstern utility function. The usefulness of the recursive utility specification is reflected not only from its mathematical generality and flexibility offered, but also from the predictions and economic implications generated by non-expected utility functions that are in line with agent's choice behaviour in presence of risk. The latter refers to its ability to resolve several documented paradoxical behaviour in contexts of choice under risk. These include the well-known Allais paradox (see Epstein 1992) .
Several papers have addressed the issue on the existence of jumps and their effects on the dynamics of security prices and, in particular, on derivative securities. Press (1967) is probably among the first to point out that a diffusion price process with jumps could be one way to model security price movements. Substantial empirical findings reported by Brown and Dybvig (1986) and Jarrow and Rosenfeld (1984) confirm Press's observation. Cox and Ross (1976) , Merton (1976) and Naik and Lee (1990) each introduce Poisson jumps into option pricing models, and all lead to the conclusion that the existence of jumps could be one of the crucial factors in determining the prices of the options. Finally, as to be explained in section 4 of this paper, introducing the jump risk could be potentially useful to explain the empirical biases associated with the Black-Scholes model, which thus also help to resolve the volatility smile puzzle originated from Bailey and Stulz (1989) .
Given its empirical advantage in modelling security price movements, introducing the Lévy jump process into the theoretical framework also creates some serious challenges for economists and market practitioners. As pointed out by Naik and Lee (1990) , it is difficult to price derivative securities in the presence of Lévy jumps because the capital market is generically incomplete. In other words, the payoffs of the derivative securities may not be replicated perfectly by portfolios of primitive securities. As a consequence, the arbitrage free approach for pricing derivative securities as applied by Black and Scholes (1973) in a pure Brownian information world does not apply to the Lévy jump framework; that is, the no-arbitrage condition alone is not enough to determine a unique price
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for a derivative security. 2 Different approaches have been proposed in literature for pricing derivative securities in an incomplete market. These include the approach of (quadratic) cost minimization for hedging a contingent claim formulated by Föllmer and Sandermann (1986) and Föllmer and Schweizer (1991) , the Esscher transformation approach proposed by Gerber and Shiu (1994) , and Naik and Lee (1990)'s equilibrium option pricing under the assumption of representative agent of expected additive utility. See also Davis (1997) who considers utility maximization for option pricing.
Following Naik and Lee (1990) , this paper considers the equilibrium option pricing problem in a continuous time analog of the Lucas (1978) exchange economy under the assumption of a representative agent. The agent maximizes a so-called intertemporal stochastic differential utility of Duffie and Epstein (1992 a) and Ma (2000) . The stochastic differential utility is regarded as a continuous time analog of Epstein and Zin (1989) 's recursive utility formulated in discrete time. This paper contains, as promised, a derivation of a general option pricing formula when asset return follows a geometric Lévy process in extending the geometric Brownian motion specification assumed in Black and Scholes (1973) .
One merit of the derived option pricing formula involves its advantages in addressing the issues related to the empirical biases associated with the BlackScholes option pricing formula, and concerning the behavioral assumption with respect to representative agent's utility function. In an accompanying paper, Ma and Vetzal (1995) conducted several numerical experiments to examine how changes in preference parameters and jump size distributions, in addition to drift and volatility that govern the motion of stock prices, etc, may affect the option prices.
The derived option pricing formula is also useful for examining how the representative agent's preference specifications may affect the equilibrium security prices, and conversely how the equilibrium security prices reveal information about the representative agent's utility function. For example, one may ask: is it possible to distinguish between the class of non-expected recursive utility functions and the traditional expected additive utility functions from the under- 2 The case studied by Cox and Ross (1976) , which assumes pure Poisson process with constant jump size, is actually identified as the unique situation where the capital market becomes complete with the market portfolio and risk free bonds as tradable securities. This is in addition to the case of no jumps as assumed by Black and Scholes (1973) . Merton (1976) derived an option pricing formula by assuming zero correlation between returns of the derivative securities and that from the market portfolio.
The Information Structure
We assume as given a complete filtered probability space {Ω, F, P } with an increasing and right continuous complete filtration F = {F t } t> 0 . The probability space describes the uncertainty of the economy, while the information filtration models the flow of information. The right continuity property of the information filtration is to ensure that there is no surprise to the flow of information at any specific point of time. The increasing property of the information filtration is also known as "the long memory" assumption. It suggests that all recorded past events remain to be recorded in the current information set.
Let N = {N t } t≥0 be an F-adapted Lévy process, 3 and let ∆N t ≡ N t − N t− denote the size of a jump that occurs to the jump process at time t. For any 
can be interpreted as follows: for any given time period, more jumps with sizes in Γ 2 than those in Γ 1 will be expected.
There are two independent sources of uncertainty in this model. The first is from an m-dimensional standard Brownian motion {B t } t≥0 on {Ω, F, P } with respect to its own information filtration {Ω, F, P }. The Brownian motion has continuous sample paths. The other source of uncertainty comes from the Lévy jump process {N t } t≥0 described above. These two sources of uncertainty affect the state of nature through the state process {x t } t≥0 , which is R m -valued, Fprogressively measurable on R + × Ω. The motion of the state process {x t } t≥0
Finally, a Lévy process is an F-adapted process that has stationary and independent increments, and is continuous in probability (see Protter 1990) .
is assumed to follow a stochastic differential-difference equation (SDDE):
where x 0 is the given initial state, and b : In equation (1), when a jump of size u occurs at time t, i.e., 4N t = u, the corresponding state variable jumps from x t− to x t+ = x t− + l (t, x t− , u). The subscripts "±" are to emphasize that a jump occurs at time t, which is used throughout this paper for all random variables that are functions of the state variables. Sometimes we drop the subscripts for notational simplicity without causing confusion.
The Market Structure
Consider a continuous-time version of the Lucas (1978) exchange economy with information structure and state space described above. Assume that there is one consumption good and n + 1 assets traded in the market at each point of time. Asset 0 is a risk-free bond with time t interest rate r (t, x t ) , and assets 1 through n are risky with non-negative dividend rates δ j (t, x t ) respectively for j = 1, ..., n, all affected by the realization of the state variables x t . The interest rate r and dividend rates δ are expressed in units of the consumption good. Assume further that the asset price processes
4 Protter (1990) considers SDDE for general semi-martingales that contain the Lévy process described here as a special case. The corresponding SDDE for Lévy processes admit the same mathematical expression as equation (1) following the Lévy Decomposition Theorem (Protter 1990 , Theorem 42 in Chapter 1), and from the definition of stochastic integration (Protter 1990 , pp.50-51).
with S 0 given. 5 The coefficients in equation (2) are such that
where λ j , δ j and γ j are respectively the drift, the dividend rate and the size of the jump for the underlying security j, and where σ j is a m-dimensional column vector that determines the coefficients of the security j with respect to the mdimensional Brownian motion {B t } t≥0 . It is noted that, the instantaneous unit risk premium for security j is thus given by λ
, and that the instantaneous volatility can be decomposed into σ
We assume that r (·,
m are continuously differentiable and uniformly bounded, and have bounded first order derivatives in both arguments. The dividend rate δ (·, ·) defined on R + × R m is assumed to be continuously differentiable with bounded first order derivatives in both arguments. These assumptions will ensure the asset price process as a unique solution to the SDDE (2) to be well defined.
In addition, we assume that the dividend rates δ j , j = 1, · · ·, n, fall into the positive cone of a so-called consumption space D. The consumption space D is assumed to be a complete metric space/Banach space that contains R + -valued and F-adapted right continuous processes d ≡ {c t } t≥0 . One may imagine the consumption space to contain all possible cash flows that are achievable by trading among these above specified n + 1 tradable securities and by restricting the portfolio holdings to be within a so-called admissible set Λ. Precise formulation of admissible cash flows will be given in Section 3.1.
The Preference System
Given the filtered probability space {Ω, F, P } with F = {F t } t> 0 as described above, and given a consumption space D, agent's preference over consumption streams in D is thus summarized by a so-called preference system %= 5 In equation (2) , for all matrix A, A | is the transpose of A. The operator • : R n ×R n → R n is a product operation defined on the Euclidean space R n such that v • w = [v 1 w 1 , · · ·, vnwn] for all v and w in R n . The inner product between v and w is denoted as
such that, for all t, % (t,F t ) ⊆ D × D is a preference relation that represents agent's time-t preference over all consumption programs in D, taking as given the time-t information F t . In many economic applications, the preference system is assumed to satisfy certain desirable properties such as monotonicity, continuity, and dynamic consistency. 6 Under these conditions, the preference can be represented by some well-defined utility functions
For example, the von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) expected additive utility in continuous time admits the following representation:
where β > 0 is a time preference parameter that measures investor's impatience over future cash flows, and u : R + → R is a utility index, and where E t [·] stands for the conditional expectation given the time-t information F t . In the rest of the paper, we consider a continuous time analog of a discretetime intertemporal recursive utility originated from Epstein and Zin (1989). 7 It is first formulated by Duffie and Epstein (1992 a), and is further extended by Ma (1992 Ma ( , 2000 to accommodate the mixed Poisson-Brownian information structure.
An utility function is defined by two primitive functions f (·, ·) and M (·, ·) , which are assumed to be continuously differentiable in addition to some other regularity conditions (see Ma 2000) . The pair (f, M) is known as utility generator. Moreover, f determines the 'certainty preference', while suitable changes in M , with f fixed, correspond to changes in the degree of risk aversion. For 6 For example, we say that % displays dynamically consistency if, for all d and
For any given consumption program {c t ; t = 0, 1, ...} , Epstein and Zin (1989) define the corresponding utility process recursively by
where W : R × R → R is a utility aggregator, μ is a certainty equivalent operator that provides a rank of future random utility V t+1 given the information Ft. The conventional expected additive utility
is achieved by setting W (c, v) = u(c) + βv, and the future random utility function is ranked by its conditional expectation given the information
. See Chew and Epstein (1990) for an axiomatic foundation for recursive utility.
a given consumption program {c t } t≥0 in the consumption space D + , the utility process {V t } t≥0 is a unique integrable semi-martingale that solves the following backward stochastic integral equation
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T < ∞. In particular, we restrict {V t } t≥0 to satisfy an asymptotic boundary condition: lim
for some positive constant ϕ. The asymptotic condition is to ensure the contribution (towards current utility) that is derived from utilities entertainable far into a future time T is to decline at an exponential rate ϕ. This condition is naturally satisfied for all finite-lived agents. Equation (5) is known as Koopmans equation à la Koopmans (1960) . The existence of utility process as a unique solution to the Koopmans equation is studied by Duffie and Epstein (1992 a) and Ma (2000) . For the following, we assume that (U) The utility function V t : D + → R, t ≥ 0, as unique solution to the Koopmans equation (5), is well defined; namely, it is continuous, strictly monotonic increasing and strictly concave. Moreover, it is assumed to be Gateaux differentiable. 8 There follows some typical examples of recursive utility:
Example 1 (Expected Additive Utility) The expected additive utility {V t } t≥0 defined by equation (4) solves uniquely the Koopmans equation with utility generator f (c, v) = u (c) − βv and M (x, y) = 0.Here, β > 0 is a time-preference parameter, while the utility index u characterizes investor's attitudes towards risk.
Example 2 (Kreps-Porteus Utility) The KP expected utility generator in 8 The utility gradient
ε provided the limit takes a finite value.
continuous time takes the form:
For deterministic consumption programs, the time-zero utility V 0 is given by
which is ordinal equivalent to the discounted utility R t≥0 e −βt u (c t ) dt. Thus, the certainty preference, including intertemporal substitution and time preference, is determined by u (·) and β. A particular parameterization of the KP utility generator in discrete time is studied by Epstein and Zin (1989) , and is achieved by specifying u (c) = 
where ϕ is a monotonic function with its inverse given by
Here, v 0 is arbitrarily given, and H is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable. Its first-and second-order partial derivatives with respect to the first argument that are evaluated at (x, x) are respectively assumed to be positive and negative (i.e., H 1 (x, x) > 0 and H 11 (x, x) < 0). As in the previous example, u and β determine the certainty preferences, and H provides an avenue through which risk aversion can be changed without affecting the certainty preference.
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For the special case of
, ∀x.
An Equilibrium Asset Pricing Model
Following Lucas (1978) , Merton (1973) , and many others, in this section we formulate agent's consumption and portfolio choice problem as an optimal control problem. An equilibrium asset pricing model is derived following the utility gradient approach à la Duffie and Skiadas (1994).
The Optimal Choice Problem
Agent is endowed with an initial positive wealth, and is to choose a consumption and portfolio policy {(c t , z t )} t≥0 to maximize its life time utility. The policy, of course, must be budget feasible. As mentioned in the previous section, the consumption process is required to be in the positive cone of the consumption space D. The portfolio process {z t } t≥0 ∈ Z is restricted to be in the positive unit simplex
and to be F-progressively measurable. For all j, z j t is the proportion of the wealth that is invested in security j over all invested in risky securities at time t. Here we impose the no short-selling constraints which are necessary for the existence of a solution for agent's optimal choice problem described below.
Following a standard procedure developed by Merton (1973) , for any given consumption and portfolio policy, the agent's flow budget constraint is shown to satisfy a stochastic differential and difference equation:
where W t is the time-t wealth with initial wealth W 0 > 0 as given. For notational simplicity, we use the subscript t to denote the underlying random variables. A policy (c, z) ∈ D × Z is called admissible if equation (9), together with (1) and (2), admits a unique non-negative solution W . In that case, we say that the consumption program c is financed by the portfolio policy z. Given the initial state (x 0 , W 0 ) at t = 0, we denote by C 0 ⊂ D × Z the set of all admissible policies. The set C 0 is obviously not empty.
A feasible policy (c, z) ∈ C 0 is optimal if it achieves the value of the following optimization problem:
Or, in words, an optimal policy is an admissible policy that maximizes agent's utility function among all admissible consumption programs.
Remark 1
The above formulated optimal choice problem as the optimal control problem is studied by Ma (1992 Ma ( , 2001 ). The Bellman equation, to be sufficient condition for the optimal choice problem, is derived there together with a derivation of Euler equations.
Equilibrium
Assume that the representative agent is endowed with one share of each of the risky securities, and that the aggregate dividend rate process δ m ∈ D is strictly positive almost everywhere. A competitive equilibrium of the economy is a set of security price processes such that, given the budget and the other feasibility constraints, the representative agent optimally chooses to hold one share of each of the securities and to consume the aggregate dividend; i.e.,
constitutes an optimal policy with wealth W = P n j=1 S j = S m coinciding with the price of the market portfolio. Here, m stands for the market portfolio, or the aggregate equity.
Lemma 1 If the equilibrium exists, then the underlying equilibrium price processes must solve the following stochastic integral equations
for all T ≥ t ≥ 0, j = 1, ..., n, where
where M i+ stands for M i (V + , V ) , i = 1, 2, f c and f v are respectively the partial derivatives of f with respect to its first-and second arguments, and V = V (δ m ) .
Proof. See Ma (2006, Proposition 10).
Remark 2 Equation (11) corresponds to the Euler equation for representative agent's optimal choices when optimal consumption is set at the aggregate dividend. For the special cases of no jumps, the equation (11) reduces to the standard Arrow-Debreu security price formulation. In these cases, π is referred to as the "state price process", which is common to all securities. In the presence of Lévy jumps with non-expected utility, the current price defined by the Euler equation is affected not only by its future dividend streams but also by its future price movements. Accordingly, π is referred to as the "pseudo-state price process".
To solve the equation (11) for the equilibrium prices, we need to introduce a so-called pseudo state variables:
Let b υ (·, ·) be a Poisson random measure with its Lévy measure b ν (·) to be given by
in which c = {δ m (t, x t )} t≥0 and V = {V t (c)} t≥0 respectively stand for the equilibrium aggregate consumption and the corresponding utility. The newly introduced Poisson random measure is, in general, time-varying and state-dependent. The pseudo state process, denoted by b x, is defined as the unique semimartingale that solves the following SDDE
with b
V x´, f cc and f cv correspond to the second order partial derivatives for f to be evaluated at (c, V ), and
is a m-dimensional Brownian motion that is independent to the Lévy jumps summarized by b υ (·, ·) . We have:
Proposition 1 If the equilibrium exists, then the underlying equilibrium price process must be such that
is the equilibrium interest rates r (t, x t ), where D is the diffusion operator induced by the diffusion component of the jump-diffussion state process {x t }; that is, for all h ∈ C (1,2) (R + × R m ), the diffusion operator acting on h is defined by setting
Proof. See Appendix A. According to pricing formula (15) , price equals to the present value of future cash flows with discount rates to be given by the risk free interest rates. In contrast to the traditional risk-neutral pricing rule of no-arbitrage, the expectation is not computed with respect to the original state process, but instead it is computed for the risk-adjusted and preference-dependent pseudo-state process. The change of the state processes plays essentially the same role as the change of probability measures in the no-arbitrage condition (Re: Harrison and Kreps 1979 ). The precise mathematical connection between change of probability measures and change of state processes (into pseudo-process) can be established. We choose not to cover this here because its coverage does not enhance much our understanding to the theory developed below in this paper. The mathematical convenience resulting from the use of the pseudo-state process, relative to the use of the risk-neutral measure, for our analysis is self-evident. The latter involves the use of the so-called "generalized Girsanov theorem" for changing of measures in presence of Lévy jumps, the proof of which itself represents a new mathematical result and is less known in economic literature. To interested readers, please refer to Ma (2002) for a proof of the generalized Girsanov theorem for jump-diffusion process.
Remark 3
The interest rate process {r (t, x t )} given by equation (16) has a natural interpretation as the dividend rate at which a security has a constant unit price. This formulation of short term interest rate process along with the corresponding term structure includes that of Duffie and Epstein (1992 b) as well as that of Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) .
Remark 4
The derived asset pricing model holds true at all terminal dates T , which could be a random stopping time or be deterministic. It also covers the case when the underlying security has a pre-specified lump-sum payoff, say g j (T, x T ) , at maturity / exercise time T . Therefore, the security prices, which are expressed as present values of their dividend streams are well defined for all finite-lived securities (with or without lump-sum dividend payments). This is particularly true for bonds, options and other derivative securities.
For long-lived securities, such as the market portfolio, sufficient conditions to ensure well-defined security prices are summarized by (A0) below.
(A0) For each long-lived security j, the discounted dividend streams are progressively F t -measurable and integrable, and take finite present values almost surely; i.e., at all (t, x) ,
It remains to prove the existence of equilibrium. We need to show that, for the security price processes given by equation (15) , the representative agent chooses optimally to hold one unit of each of the risky assets, and to consume the aggregate dividend c = δ m ∈ D. We have:
Theorem 1 Under assumptions (A0) and (U), the representative agent economy admits an equilibrium, in which the equilibrium security prices are governed by the present value (PV) pricing rule (15):
Proof. First, the representative agent is endowed with one share on each of the risky securities. In other words, the agent is endowed with one unit of the market portfolio m. Given the security price process (15), together with assumption (A0), the initial wealth W 0 for the agent is finite, and coincides with the time-0 price S m 0 of the market portfolio m determined by equation (15) . Therefore, for any admissible consumption program c 0 ≡ {c 0 (t, x t )} t≥0 ∈ C 0 , the corresponding initial cost for achieving c 0 cannot exceed W 0 = S m 0 following the budget feasibility condition. This reduces to the following inequality:
By assumption, the representative agent's utility function is well-defined, namely, the time-t utility function V t (c) , ∀t ≥ 0, as the unique solution to the Koopmans equation (5) is concave, and is monotonic increasing in c. Suppose that, to the contrary, at c 0 the agent achieves a higher utility than the utility at
Consider the real function
is concave and increasing in α. This implies:
in which ∂V 0 (c, c 0 − c) denotes the time-0 utility gradient at c in the direction c 0 − c.
Furthermore, by differentiating both sides of the Koopmans equation (5), we see that the utility gradient process {∂V t (c, c 0 − c)} t≥0 at (c, c 0 − c) satisfies the following equation:
11 Let z 0 and W 0 be respectively the portfolio holdings and wealth process for the admissible consumption plan c 0 . Under the pseudo-state process x defined above, together with the security price process governed by (15), we can show that W 0 satisfies the PDDE:
Therefore, by the Feynman-Kac formula, the initial expenditure W 0 0 , which is required to achieve c 0 , is given by the left hand side of (18) . for all T ≥ t ≥ 0. Therefore, the utility gradient satisfies equation (11) with "dividend" stream c 0 − c. Notice also that condition (A0) is satisfied, since the infinite integration takes a finite value as T → ∞. By Proposition 7, the initial utility gradient is given by
in which the right hand side is non-positive following the budget feasibility condition (18) for c 0 at t = 0. This, however, constitutes a contradiction to the inequality (19).
In conclusion, the security pricing rule given by equation (15) must support the aggregate dividend as an optimal consumption plan. In particular, security prices governed by the PV pricing rule constitute the equilibrium prices for the representative agent's economy. This ends the proof.
Option Pricing: A Closed-Form Formula
This section considers a particular parametric specification of the economy studied in the previous section. A closed-form formula for the price of aggregate equity, European call options and other derivative securities written on the aggregate equity are provided.
Assumptions
In addition to assumption (A0), we assume a homothetic recursive utility with an utility generator (f, M) to be such that
where φ ∈ C 2 (R) is increasing, and satisfies the following conditions: φ (1) = φ 00 (1) = 0 and φ 0 (1) = 1; and where the parameter η is a measure of risk aversion for "small" gambles about certainty. When φ (z) = z − 1, the utility function reduces to the KP expected utility. A further specification of f (c, v) = c η η − βv results in expected additive power utility function.
For the information structure, we assume that there is only one state variable, which is the aggregate dividend x t ≡ δ t . The dividend process δ = {δ t } t≥0 is assumed to follow a jump diffusion process
with initial condition δ 0 > 0, and with constant coefficients b and a. Here, u takes positive value only and admits a natural interpretation: when a jump occurs at time t with size u, the aggregate dividend rate jumps from δ t− to δ t+ = δ t− + (u − 1) δ t− = uδ t− . We impose the following joint restrictions on the utility generator and the state process:
integrable, and that there is a unique k, which has the same sign as η,
(A2) There exists a x * < −1 such that, for all x ∈ (x * , 0],
Condition (A1) is to ensure that the value function at the aggregate dividend as a solution to the Koopmans equation (5) is well-defined. The value function is, in fact, given by V t = kδ η t . Condition (A2) is a technical integrability condition to ensure the pseudo-Lévy measure given in equation (25) below to admit a finite moment up to order −x * . Condition (A2) is satisfied, for instance, when φ (·) has bounded first order derivatives, and when the original Lévy measure ν (·) is with a finite moment of order σ, for all σ ∈ [η − 1, η − x * − 1).
Derivative Securities on Aggregate Equity
We consider derivative securities on the aggregate equity with a lump-sum payoff G (S T ) at maturity date T . For the European call option with strike price K, we have g (S) = (S − K) + . The analysis below can be applied for more general situations when a derivative security has also a continuum dividend stream, and/or with maturity given by pre-specified random stopping time T, such as the case for the American options. We start with the following observations, the proofs of which are omitted because of their simplicity.
1. The time-t utility at the aggregate consumption δ is V t (δ) = kδ η t , which solves the Koopmans equation (5). Here, k is the unique solution to equation (23). 2. The equilibrium pseudo state price π is given by
3. The equilibrium interest rate is constant:
4. The pseudo-state process b x t = b δ t follows the motion
with b δ 0 = δ 0 . The corresponding Lévy measure for the pseudo Poisson random measure b υ (·, ·) is given by
5. In equilibrium, the aggregate equity is with a constant dividend-price ratio κ =
Consequentially, equity price process S follows the same motion as the dividend rates process δ (except the initial condition).
The time-t price S T,g t
for the derivative security (T, g (S T )) is given by
Denote by K the complex plane. For each s ∈ K, we write s = Re (s) + i Im (s) with real component Re (s), complex component Im (s), along with the imaginary number i satisfying i 2 = −1.
For the prescribed pseudo-state process, we consider a complex function (27) As illustrated in Appendix B, Θ (·) is the characteristic function for the instantaneous pseudo growth rate
We may thus refer it to be the pseudo-m.g.f. for the aggregate equity. Under assumption (A2), the pseudom.g.f. Θ (s) is well defined on Re (s) ∈ (x * , 0).
For any arbitrary complex function, F (s), its Laplace inverse transform
is a linear operator that is defined by setting We have:
Theorem 2 Under conditions (A0), (A1) and (A2), the time-t equilibrium price for a derivative security with lump sum payment g (S T ) at maturity date 12 It is easy to verify that, the difference between the equilibrium interest rates and the dividend-price ratio admits the following expression:
T is given by
provided that the right hand side takes a finite value.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Corollary 1 Under the above listed assumptions, given equity price S at time t, the time-t equilibrium price C t (T, S, K) of a European call option on the aggregate equity with exercise price K and maturity date T is given by
where
s(s+1) is referred to as "transmitting function", which admits an one-to-one correspondence with the pricing kernel implied by the no-arbitrage theorem. In Appendix B, it is shown that
is well-defined for all t ∈ [0, T ] . Moreover, it takes non-negative finite values, and is infinitely continuously differentiable. For the case when b ν (·) has finite second moment, one may set σ = −2 to compute the Laplace inverse transformation to the transmitting function Φ T −t (s) to obtain the option price.
Remark 6
The prices for European put options can be deduced from the "putcall-futures parity". We have:
with futures price F t,T to be given by e (r−κ)(T −t) S t .
Remark 7
The effect of preference specifications on the prices of derivative securities is mainly reflected through the pseudo-m.g.f. Θ as well as the transmitting function Φ, taking as given the risk free interest rate r. For example, Ma (1992 Ma ( , 2005 proved that the underlying pseudo-m.g.f. corresponding to a non-expected utility function cannot be recovered by any expected utility function specification except when the uncertainty is either driven by a pure Brownian motion (Black-Scholes 1973) , or purely driven by a Poisson process with a fixed jump size (Cox and Ross 1976) . Therefore, we conclude that these two classes of utility functions are observational distinguishable since they generate different pricing rules for option prices. 
Option Pricing with Pure Brownian Information
Here, we want to derive the Black-Scholes option pricing formula as a special case of the expression (30) by specifying ν (·) ≡ 0, which corresponds to the pure Brownian information as assumed in the original work of Black and Scholes (1973) . Without loss of generality, we consider the t = 0 price for the option. We have Θ (s) = e −(r−κ)s+.5a
2 s(s+1) . We have
following the convolution and lag principles for the bilateral Laplace inverse transformation and the fact that, when Re (s) < 0, it holds true that
Notice also that Θ T (s) is the moment generating function of a normal distribution function with mean and variance respectively given by ¡ r − κ − .5a
2 ¢ T and a 2 T . We have,
Substitute (32) into (31), and compute the integral, we have
13 Notice that the aggregate equity price S follows the same stochastic process as the aggregate dividend rate δ, except that the initial condition for S is given by S 0 = κδ 0 . The utility specification affects the aggregate equity only through the constant equity-dividend ratio κ. Therefore, one cannot distinguish between recursive utility and expected discounted utility merely by observing the prices of the aggregate equity. The same observation holds true for bond prices since the interest rate in this economy is constant over time.
and N (·) is the standard normal distribution function.
Substitute the above expression (33) into our option pricing formula (30) and set z = ln K S , we obtain the famous Black-Scholes option pricing formula with constant dividend-equity ratio κ:
Naik-Lee's Option Pricing Formula Revisited
Let λ 0 = ν (R + ) and b λ 0 = b ν (R + ) be positive, which are interpreted as "jump intensities" associated with the underlying Lévy measures respectively. They are so named because λ 0 and b λ 0 measure respectively the total intensities of jumps of all possible sizes.
Let
λ 0 which admit natural interpretation as the jump size distributions for the corresponding Lévy processes. We write corresponding to the transmitting function in absence of jump risk. Applying Taylor's expansion, we have
Therefore,
where the first equality follows by the linearity of the Laplace inverse transformation, and the last equality follows by the definition of the transformation.
the corresponding probability function for
Now, we consider the expected utility specification with φ 0 (·) ≡ 1, and assume that the jump size follows a log-normal distribution function. This corresponds to the case studied by Naik and Lee (1990) . Suppose that Π (·), the log-normal distribution function, has parameters summarized by
is also a distribution function for a log-normal random variable. In particular, b Π (·) has parameters respectively given by (36), and compute the integral to deduce
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Substituting this into the right hand side of equation (30), we obtain Naik-Lee's option pricing formula. It reduces to Merton's (1976) formula by setting η = 1. A further specification of a 2 = 0 and Σ 2 = 0 leads to the Cox-Ross (1976) formula.
Jump Risk and Moneyness Biases
A fairly large body of empirical evidence is available which suggests that the Black-Scholes model mis-prices the underlying options. With index options in particular, as reported by Bailey and Stulz (1989) , the Black-Scholes formula tends to underprice the in-the-money options and overprice the out-of-money options. One explanation toward such moneyness biases associated with the Black-Scholes option pricing formula is due to its ignorant in modelling the jump risk associated with the stock price movement. The exercise carried out below shows the (theoretical) potential usefulness of introducing the jump risk as an explanation toward the moneyness biases associated with the Black-Scholes model. Let C BS 0 (T, S, K) denote the right hand side of (34), which is the time-0 option price given by the Black-Scholes formula. Here, we restrict the interest rate r, dividend-equity ratio κ −1 and volatility a to be the same as in the pure diffusion case for (30) . From equation (35), we see that the time-0 price C 0 (T, S, K) for the European call option by introducing the jump risk can be expressed as
is the difference between the Black-Scholes price with a modified initial stock price, given by u S, u ∈ R + , and the Black-Scholes price with initial stock price S. Therefore, the biases associated with the Black-Scholes model are of magnitude O (λ 0 T ) when the jump intensity (λ 0 ) and the time-to-maturity (T ) are small. From equation (38), we see that the sign of the bias associated with the Black-Scholes model is determined by an "weighted average" differences between the Black-Scholes prices with the modified initial stock prices u S, u ∈ R + , and the Black-Scholes price with the true initial stock price S. Recall that, option price given by the Black-Scholes formula increases with the initial stock price; that is,
Therefore, the jump size distribution function b Π (·) corresponding to the pseudo-state process is crucial to determine if the Black-Scholes model overprices or underprices the underlying options. In particular, from equation (38), we see that, in a bear market when the stock index is more likely to decline, 14 the Black-Scholes model will tend to overprice the options; and similarly, in a bull market when stock index is more likely to expand, the Black-Scholes model will tend to underprice the option. These are particularly true for options with short time-to-maturities, and when the jump intensities are small.
Let ξ ≡ S K denote the price-exercise ratio for the call option. When ξ > 1 the option is said to be in-the-money; when ξ < 1 it is out of money, and when ξ = 1 it is referred to as the at-the-money option. Notice that C BS 0 (T, S, K) ≡ KC BS 0 (T, ξ, 1), and that
Therefore, the sign of the bias produced by the Black-Scholes model is jointly determined by the price-exercise ratio ξ and the (modified) jump size distribution function b Π (·). In order to generate a pattern that is consistent with Bailey and Stulz (1989)'s findings, we assume that, for at-the-money options, the following equality holds:
Given this, the condition under which
changes sign from negative to positive as ξ increases, at a neighborhood of ξ = 1, becomes
noticing that 
Concluding Remarks
In summary, the option pricing formula resulted in this paper is attractive for both its mathematical simplicity and for its generality in comparison with those in the literature. The utility function can take a general form and so can the distribution function for the size of the jumps. More importantly, in contrast to the option pricing formula derived with the expected utility specification, our option pricing formula with a general recursive utility function disentangles the effects on asset pricing of risk aversion, intertemporal substitution and the other aspects of attitudes toward risk and uncertainty in the representative agent's preference specification.
The derived option pricing formula is also potentially useful in addressing the empirical biases associated with the Black-Scholes and other formulae to the observed market data. Ma and Vetzal (1995) , and Asea, Ma and Ncube (1997) each contain some numerical examples which demonstrate the usefulness of our model in addressing these issues.
A A Generalized Feynman-Kac Formula
be the space of continuous functions with respectively first and second order continuous derivatives in t ∈ (0, T ) and x ∈ R n . To prove the generalized Feynman-Kac formula, we need to introduce first the so-called strong smoothness condition: For the given jump-diffussion state process {x t } with coefficients {b, a, l}, we may define infinitesimal generator A on h ∈ C 1,2 (R + × R m ) for the state process by setting
in which D is the diffusion operator induced by the diffusion components {b, a} of the state process x.
, and g T ∈ C 2 (R m ) to satisfy the strong smoothness condition. Let x t be the state variable that follows the joint Poisson and Brownian motion described in Section 2. For all
and solves uniquely the following partial differential difference equation:
with boundary condition C (T, x) = g T (x) .
Remark 8 As a special case, when x t follows a diffusion process, the smoothness condition can be weakened by instead requiring the corresponding first and second order derivatives to satisfy a polynomial growth condition in x. See Duffie (1988, pp.226), Karatzas and Shreve (1988, Theorem 7.6), and Krylov (1980, Theorem 2.9.10).
Proof of Theorem 17. As a special case, when ρ = u ≡ 0, a proof to the first part of the theorem is documented in Gihman and Skorohod (1972, Chapter 2, Section 9, Theorem 4). Here, we want to show that the general case with ρ, u 6 = 0 can be actually transformed into the case studied by Gihman and Skorohod (1972) , and by making use of the findings reported there.
First, we can show that C ∈ C 1,2 ((0, T ) × R m ) , and that it satisfies a polynomial growth condition. These actually follow the same proofs as in Gihman and Skorohod (1972, Part II, Chapter 2, Section 9, Lemmas 2 and 3, and Remark 4). The details are thus omitted. Consider the following extended state vector
satisfies obviously the strong smoothness condition. Therefore, by applying Gihman and Skorohod (1972, Chapter 2, Section 9, Theorem 4), we have:
Here, A 0 is the infinitesimal generator for the extended state process {x 0 t } . This reduces to the partial differential and difference equation (43) by noting that, for all
It remains to show that C given by (42) is the unique solution to equation (43) with boundary condition C (T, x) = g T (x). Suppose, to the contrary, that the equation (43) has another classical solution
that satisfies a polynomial growth condition, and the boundary condition. Let
. Applying Itô's Lemma to {y t } t∈[0,T ] , we have
Note that y T = 0, and also that {y t } t∈[0,T ] is measurable and square integrable following from the polynomial growth conditions on C, C 0 and the strong smoothness condition on ρ. Taking the expectation on both sides of the above equality, we have conclude C = C 0 as desired.
Remark 9
The generalized Feynman-Kac formula applies also to the case when the Lévy measure ν (·) is time-varying and state-dependent. The supporting arguments for this can be found in Gihman and Skorohod (1972, pp. 245-247).
Remark 10
The strong smoothness condition can be relaxed. For example, if a sequence (ρ n , u n , g n ) → (ρ, u, g T ) converges uniformly as n → ∞ (of course, the convergence is in the sup-norm), and each (ρ n , u n , g n ) satisfies the strong smoothness condition, with solution C n given by the Feynman-Kac formula, then we expect that the solution C for (ρ, u, g T ) exists, and satisfies also the Feynman-Kac formula following the uniform convergence theorem for integration. For many applications, we may find the smoothness condition violated. For example, the maturity payoff function g T specified for a European call option obviously violates the strong smoothness condition. Nevertheless, the FeynmanKac formula still applies to this situation, following the uniform convergence argument.
Proof of Proposition 7. For any arbitrary security j, consider the normalized equilibrium price Z j (t, x) = π (t, x) S j (t, x). Applying the generalized Feynman-Kac formula to equation (11), we obtain AZ j (t, x) + Z R M 1+ (t, x, u) Z j (t, x + l (t, x, u)) ν (du) + π (t, x) δ j (t, x) = 0 with Z j (T, x) = π (T, x) S j (T, x) ,where A is the "infinitesimal generator" induced by jump-diffussion state process x. This partial differential difference equation for Z j (t, x) can be alternatively expressed in terms of S j (t, x) . That is, b AS j (t, x) − r (t, x) S j (t, x) + δ j (t, x) = 0
in which b A corresponds to the infinitesimal generator induced by the pseudostate process b x characterized by (14) . Now, applying the generalized FeynmanKac formula to the above equation, we obtain the desired expression (15) for the price of security j. This ends the proof.
B Proof of Theorem 11 and Corollary 12
The Laplace transformation is defined as the bilateral Laplace transformation, or the two sided Laplace transformation which is defined on the entire real line.
Let K be the complex plane. For any real function f : R → R, the Laplace transform of f, denoted by L {f (·)} (s) , s ∈ K, is a complex-valued, function defined by
The integral on the right hand side of (45) may not be well defined for some f (e.g., f (x) ≡ 1). In general, this integral converges only for s in a subset of K. Actually, it can be shown that the convergence region, if not empty, must be a strip of the form {s ∈ K : Re (s) ∈ (a, b)} for some real numbers a, b ∈ R (see Doetsch 1970 , pp. 155).
Proof of Theorem 11:
We start by computing the moment generating function for y T = ln b S T , T > 0. The moment generating function of a random variable is defined as the Laplace transform of the underlying probability density function. We have, Proof. For any arbitrary given s ∈ K with Re(s) ∈ (x * , −1) . Consider the complex-valued stochastic process
. Applying Itô's Lemma to z t , we have where Θ (·) is defined by (26) , and is well-defined under assumptions (A1) and (A2). The solution to this integral equation is given by m (t) = S −s Θ t (s) , ∀t ≥ 0. This ends the proof. Given the moment generating function for y T , the underlying probability density function is uniquely determined by its inverse Laplace transform. Therefore, the time-t equilibrium price S T,g (t, S) for the derivative security with maturity payment G (·) is such that for all x, y. This concludes the proof of Theorem 10.
Proof of Corollary 12: Set g(S) = max{S − X, 0}. Let us operate in a purely formal way, disregarding, for the moment, questions of convergence, and
